Chapter Two : Characterisation

Thoughttracking
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This activity focuses on the inner voice
and views of characters. It involves
thinking out loud as a character in a
text, and exploring feelings and
thoughts at a challenging or thoughtprovoking moment in the story. This
will encourage empathy and also extend
the children’s use of role language. The
activity can be organised with everyone
speaking a character’s thoughts aloud
(thought-tracking), or a chair or object
can represent the character and children
are invited to step forward and voice
their thoughts in role. Connections to
characters’ emotions can be made to
enable children to write parallel tales in
which they experienced fear or anger
themselves.

What to do
➊ Read your chosen book to the class,
pausing at a thought-provoking moment –
one which you aim to use to develop
thought-tracking. For instance, if reading
This is the Bear and the Scary Night by
Sarah Hayes (Walker Books), you could
stop when the bear is abandoned and left
alone in the park.

➋ In role as the bear, ponder out loud how
you feel – abandoned, forgotten and cold,
especially as
night falls and
the moon rises,
making
shadows and
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